MORNING PANELS
The two events will run concurrently in specific Zoom rooms

ZOOM A

Beefing up Security: CBRN, NSAs, & ACFT
Dr. Jeff Berejikian, Chair;
Thomas Deen, Discussant;
with Stephanie Cannon,
Katherine Symons,
and Xzavier Goeman

Courts and Candidates
Dr. Rich Vining, Chair;
Mariliz Kastberg-Leonard, Discussant; with LeDajah Williams, Vanisha Kudumuri,
and Patrick Russell

Analyzing How Gender Shapes Violence
Dr. Leah Carmichael, Chair;
Meridith Lavelle, Discussant; with Emma Traynor,
Rosa Brown,
and Mennah Abdelwahab

ZOOM B

Technology and Political Economy
Dr. Ryan Powers, Chair;
Minjin Choi, Discussant;
with Sudhan Chitgopkar,
Marshall Berton,
and Albert Chen

Democracy and Distribution
Dr. Marcus Crepaz, Chair;
Neil Williams, Discussant;
with Zoe Jones, Caroline Johnston, Rachel Jovert,
and Olivia Bauer

Human Security: FDI, NGOs, & Rebel Leaders
Dr. Jennifer White, Chair;
Charlie Carlee, Discussant;
with Buket Urgen,
Ayah Abdelwahab, Addie Sparks, and Lindsey Rhyne
**AFTERNOON PANELS**
The two events will run concurrently in specific Zoom rooms

**ZOOM A**

**Women in Conflict and Diplomacy**
Dr. Danny Hill, Chair; Asia Parker, Discussant; with Jena Jibreen, Alexandra Fabre de la Grange, and Kristen Budsberg

**Gendered Violence**
Dr. Cas Mudde, Chair; Morgan Barney, Discussant; with Isabella O'Keefe, Kendall Embrey, and Simi Kolodka

**The Congress Project**
Dr. Tony Madonna, Chair; Allison Vick, Discussant; with student panelists from the Department of Political Science

**ZOOM B**

**Instruments of State Control**
Dr. Shane Singh, Chair; Shannon Martin, Discussant; with Andrew Zach, Mac Escalante, and Ian Allen

**Societal Upheaval: Conflict and COVID**
Dr. Micah Gell-Redman, Chair; Jeff Auerbach, Discussant; with Emma Sorckoff, Christopher Rosselot, and Rehna Sheth

**Energy, Environment, and Nuclear Security**
Dr. Josh Massey, Chair; Pedro Goulart, Discussant; with Tricia White, Kayla Moradi, and Nate Shear
Ayah Abdelwahab | "Friends or Foes: An Analysis of Individuals Sanctioned Under the Global Magnitsky Act"

Mennah Abdelwahab | "Isolated Incidents or Troubling Pattern? The Power of Human Rights Data to Strengthen Human Rights Narratives"

Annabelle Cochran | "Cannabis and the War on Terror: A Qualitative Report on the Impacts of Legalizing Marijuana on Counter-Terrorism Strategies"


Cameron McKelvey | "Exploring the Possibility of Korean Reunification and its Consequences"

Nusrath Naurin | "American Immigration Policies and the Rise of Discrimination Against Minorities During the 19th and 20th Centuries"

Isabella O’Keefe | "A Behavioralist Approach to the Radicalization of American Politics During the Trump Era"

Sun Ho Park | "The Link Between Mental Health Suppression and Organized Crime Groups"

Sahana Parker | "Tracking and Comparing Emerging Technology in Cognitive Neuroscience for Security Studies"

Jaylin Small | "The Politics of the South"

Emma Traynor | "Combating Illicit Firearms Trafficking from the U.S. to Mexico"